
To The Town of Tilton Planning Board Members 

From: Mark Latham 

Re: Questions regarding the Plans for an Adult Recovery Center on Autumn Dr. 

Date: 3/30/17 

1. At a March/17 Planning Board meeting, the representative for the land and property owner, stated that 

the project would not be a medical facility. However, they discussed; a physician's off-site involvement, a 

medical assistant on-site, dispensing of medications and the establishment of therapy and counseling 

"down the road'. These activities are not consistent with a non-medical philosophy. 

2. It was stated, that at this time, there is not much in state regulations by which an "adult recovery 

program" is obligated to meet in New Hampshire. Were the current limited regulations that DO exist 

submitted to the board by the applicant? What departments and individuals at the state have been 

approached for validation of existing regulations and were their credentials verified? 

3. At this meeting, The Plymouth House Program in Plymouth, NH was submitted to the board by the 

representative of the owner. Is there an agreement with Plymouth House? Has the representative for the 

property owner actually contacted them? Has Plymouth House granted permission for the use of their 

program and printed collateral? 

4. If you use Plymouth House's program as a vague guide to the owner's proposed mission (as he has not 

submitted a comprehensive program of his own), a few statements in their printed material stand out: 

"please stay within the boundaries of the property and do not be alone with a member of the 

opposite sex." 

II we employ the use of security cameras for the safety of our guests" 

lIyou must take your medications as prescribed by your doctor" 

lIat 11:30 pm all buildings will be locked and the facility shut down" 

IIconduct violations will result in discharge from the program" 

IISHOULD A GUEST BE DISCHARGED FOR ANY REASON, THE PLYMOUTH HOUSE WAIVES ANY AND 

ALL RESPONSIBILITIES TOWARDS THE GUEST." 

Should they be discharged for program violations, where do they go? 

5. After the guest's two to five week stay, what is the obligation and plan for securing permanent area 

housing for those guests electing to remain in the area? Will the responsibility for locating permanent 

housing for these out of state residents become the responsibility of the town? 

6. Should the land owner feel obligated to discontinue the Sports Center out of agreement that this Adult 

Recovery Center would not be conducive to the insured safety of children within close proximity at the 

the complex, why would the concern and responsibility for the safety of the children and adults living 

within the immediate neighborhood be any less vital and necessary? 

7. How long has Medical Management and Reimbursement Specialists been established? Have they 

managed other adult recovery programs that MMRS might provide to the planning board as references? 

Mark Latham 


